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A Sporting Life

At the YWCA
1. [African Americana]: [Pennsylvania]: COLORED BRANCH YWCA
[wrapper title]. [N.p., but likely Philadelphia. ca. 1926]. [8]pp. Oblong
12mo. Original pictorial wrappers. Minor wear and soiling. Very good plus.
A rare ephemeral calendar of events for a local “Colored Branch” of the
Y.W.C.A. in or near Philadelphia for the year 1926. Events include a
“Mothers’ Club Supper” where Rev. Matthews gave a “Talk on Africa”;
classes on dressmaking; the “Be Square Club” which “offers a program of
varied interests to girls and women who are employed”; religious education; health education, including basketball, “Captain Ball,” “Aesthetic
Class,” swimming, and tennis; a health center provided by the Germantown Branch; a Mothers’ Club; employment services; and more. The
program ends with “A School Girl’s Creed” and a list of club meetings at
various Philadelphia-area schools. The inside back cover prints the list
of names for the “Committee of Management 1926-1927,” starting with
“Chairman, Mrs. Olivia Y. Taylor” and the staff. Most certainly a rare
ephemeral item of Roaring Twenties African-American interest. No copies are listed in OCLC, though some might reside in archival collections
of various Y.W.C.A. figures or organizations.
$225.

Canada and Alaska in the 1950s
2. [Alaska Photographica]: [TWO ALBUMS OF VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPHS WITH IMAGES OF DAILY LIFE FOR A UNITED STATES SERVICE MEMBER STATIONED IN ALASKA AND NORTHERN CANADA].
[Whitehorse, Skagway, and vicinity. ca. 1950s]. 112 photographs mounted in two
U.S. Army portfolios. Photos uniformly 3 x 5 inches, each captioned in manuscript. Original pebbled cloth, boards stamped in gilt. Spines chipped, extremities
rubbed. Images crisp and clean. Very good.
An interesting pair of photograph albums documenting the daily life of an American
military service member stationed near the Canada-Alaska border in the 1950s.
As the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union developed,
military defenses in Alaska became increasingly important. The unnamed soldier/
photographer has captured many images of Alaskan scenery, as well as images
of the towns of Whitehorse and Skagway, construction vehicles going about the
work of building roads, and camp life. The soldier and his friends seem to have
found ways to entertain themselves in the frozen north, and there are various
photographs of them alternately playing with and working with sled dogs, several
images of them playing with what appears to be a wild bear cub, fishing excursions,
and a photo of the camp’s artistically carved companion, “Yukon Katie.” There
is also a single photograph of a Tlingit family standing outside a tent, and one
photograph showing a young boy captioned “Eskimou boy.” The “White Horse
church” pictured in one of the photographs was built in 1900 and remains standing
in the city today, where it continues operations as the Old Log Church Museum.
A warm and intriguing collection of photographs from either side of the AlaskaCanada border, covering a wide range of subjects from native peoples to military
operations and daily life.
$950.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Rare Program for Buffalo Bill’s Show in France
3. [Buffalo Bill]: d’Hubert, Rene: LE DERNIER DES GRANDS ECLAIREURS LA VIE, L’HISTOIRE ET LES AVENTURES DU COLONEL
WILLIAM F. CODY (BUFFALO BILL)... [with an English-language cover
title: BUFFALO BILL’S WILD WEST]. Paris: Partington Advertising, [1905].
[4],77,[3]pp. including numerous illustrations. Small quarto. Original pictorial
wrappers. Wrappers edgeworn, with a few small tears. Text tanned, crease in
upper outer corner. Good.
A very rare and ephemeral promotional pamphlet and program for Buffalo Bill’s
Wild West show when it toured France in 1905. The main text is an abridged
version of d’Hubert’s biography of Cody, preceded by a four-page program for the
show, giving a description of the various acts performed, including a reenactment
of the Little Big Horn, artillery exercises, Mexican cowboys, and a demonstration
of “football.” The main body of text is profusely illustrated with western scenes.
No copies of this program/biography are listed on OCLC. Very rare, and a fine
example of the popularity of Buffalo Bill and western shows in France.
$600.

Rare and Early Bird’s-Eye View of Santa Cruz
4. [California]: RIVERSIDE HOUSE & COTTAGES, SANTA CRUZ [caption
title]. San Francisco: Chas W. Saalburg, Lith., [n.d., ca. 1880]. Central lithographic
image, 7¾ x 17 inches, surrounded by advertisements, the whole sheet measuring 13½ x 22 inches. Lightly tanned, slight wear at the corners. Very good plus.
A rare bird’s-eye view of Santa Cruz, California, dominated by the grounds and
buildings of the Riverside House and Cottages. The view serves as a fine ad-

vertisement for the hotel, which was operated by Frederick Barson and which
promised that it was “first-class in every particular. Terms moderate....Open year
round by the day or month. Free carriages to the House from all Trains and
Steamers.” The hotel appears to have been quite luxurious, and the view shows
its main building, cottages, landscaped grounds, and the “club house.” Groups of
men and women stroll the grounds, and other groups are shown playing croquet
and badminton. In the background is the unfolding Pacific Ocean, which could

be accessed from the hotel grounds by taking a bridge across the San Lorenzo
River. A number of advertisements for local businesses frame the view. Included
are ads for M. Zaro’s Garden City Restaurant and Bakery (“Private entrance for
ladies and families”), Fontenay Vineyard, the Neptune Baths and the Dolphin
Bathing Establishment (both of which specialized in “surf bathing”), Chesnutwood’s Business College (which educated young men and young ladies), as well
as photographers, shoemakers, druggists, and banks. No information on the
Saalburg lithographic firm is given in Peters’ California on Stone. Not in Reps’
Views and Viewmakers of Urban America. OCLC locates only two copies of this
view, at Yale and the Clements Library. Rare and very attractive.
OCLC 62186247, 1250662366.
$1750.

A One-Horse Open Sleigh
5. [Canada]: AN AMERICAN CUTTER. [N.p. ca. 1840?] Watercolor on stiff
paper. 27.2 x 20.8 cm. With a rather unobtrusive 7 cm. tear through the lower
left quadrant. Contemporary manuscript title on verso, “An American Cutter.”
Overall a fine image.
A handsome, unsigned watercolor depicting a single-horse sleigh pulling a cleverlooking American trapper with hunting dog barely keeping up. A lively image,
probably a Canadian scene, very displayable.
$750.

Scarce Account of a Northern Mexico Hunting Trip
6. Carpenter, Donald A.: HUNTING BIG GAME IN THE SIERRAS OF
CHIHUAHUA. [Mansfield, Oh.: Melville A. Pollock, 1905]. 56pp. including ten
full-page illustrations. Modern tan morocco, gilt, silk pastedowns (lacks original
wrappers). Recent bookseller’s ticket on verso of rear free endpaper. Slight residue
on endpapers from rubbing from pastedowns. Fine.
An uncommon account of a two-week hunting excursion in the Sierras of Chihuahua in northern Mexico. Carpenter, from Ohio, was primarily hunting deer,
and his small group departed El Paso, Texas on October 23, 1905, headed for
their base at Casas Grandes, some 165 miles to the south. Carpenter’s companions were brothers from El Paso: J.F. Bennett (referred to as “the Treasurer”)
and Hilario F. Bennett (“the Photographer”). Carpenter describes their hunting
experiences, the deer and other animals that they shot, life in camp, an awful meal
at a Chinese restaurant their first night in Chihuahua, and the Mexican landscape
and people he encountered. He devotes much space to the habits and abilities
of his Mexican guide, called Valentine, and the final chapter is an appreciation
of the Mexican people. The text was edited by Melville Pollock, who is also the
publisher. OCLC locates eight copies, at Colorado State University, Library
of Congress, New Mexico State University, Mansfield-Richland County Public
Library in Ohio, DeGolyer Library, Autry Museum, and two at Yale.
PHILLIPS, SPORTING BOOKS, p.71. HELLER 49. OCLC 22550271, 166503162.
$3500.

Sporting Life in the Rockies
7. Cordier, Albert Hawes: A WYOMING BIG GAME HUNT. [Kansas City:]
Union Bank Note Company, 1907. 56pp. Profusely illustrated with photographs.
Pictorial wrappers, sewn. Minor wear and dust-soiling, faint coffee ring on front
cover and front blank. Very good. In a tan burlap chemise and slipcase, gilt
leather label.
A rare, privately printed, and handsomely illustrated account of sport and adventure
in the wilds of Wyoming. “It is considered by authorities as among the scarcest
of hunting narratives. Dr. Cordier records in interesting fashion the trek into
the heart of the Wyoming country; amusing incidents of the trip; mountain trails;
pack trains; elk and wolf fighting; Tetons; snow storms, etc.” – Eberstadt. Streeter
described it as “a very interesting narrative, illustrated with photographs, of a
hunting trip which took place in September, 1905.” Only ten copies are listed in
OCLC, and it is far rarer still to encounter in the marketplace. In 1937, Eberstadt
stated that no copy had ever appeared at auction; only three have appeared since.
HOWES C774, “aa.” STREETER SALE 4125. EBERSTADT 109:34. OCLC
9630936.
$3750.

Wild Adventures Across the Prairies and to the Far West
8. [Crockett, Davy]: CROCKETT ALMANAC 1849. Boston: James Fisher,
[1848]. [36]pp., with numerous woodcut illustrations. Gathered signatures, stringtied. Some neat repairs to outer leaves, a few very short closed tears at edges. Some
tanning and scattered foxing. About very good. Untrimmed. In a blue clamshell
box, printed paper label.
The Boston imprint of a later Crockett Almanac for 1849. Although a later issue
in the series, this edition is replete with tall tales and outlandish illustrations of
Crockett’s sporting adventures. Stories and illustrations include “Crockett’s Fight
with the Great Sarpint of the Prairie,” “Crockett Swallowed by the Alligator, Old
Swamp Eater,” and “Crockett’s Kentuck [sic] Salute to the Three Wolves.” “The
Crockett almanacs are a prime source for many of the myths and legends that have
come to be the folklore of our nation. The 1849 issue is of particular interest
for it employs the Far West as the locale of some of the yarns. The backwoods
hero tells of gouging and eating up two Indians in Oregon, saving an emigrant
lady from the Indians in the Rockies, and riding a mammoth buffalo to the Pacific
Coast and ‘clean up to 54-40’ to take the disputed territory” – Eberstadt.
HOWES C897, “aa.” EBERSTADT 130:184.
$4000.

A Bullfighting Broadside from Cuba in 1854
9. [Cuba]: [Bullfighting]: PLAZA DE TOROS DE LA HABANA. DECIMA
CORRIDA DEL PRIMER ABONO, PARA EL DOMINGO 16 DE JULIO
DE 1854, A LAS 5 DE LA TARDE [caption title]. Havana. 1854. Broadside,
12½ x 8 inches. Printed on green paper. Old fold lines. Light wear and soiling,
minor separation at some folds. A few contemporary notations. Very good.
Cuban broadside advertising a bullfight featuring matador Don Manuel Rodriguez
Lanza and the “8 toros de muerte.” The top of the sheet features a woodcut of
a matador holding his cape out to a bull. The first swordsman for the fight is
Manuel Diaz Lavi, with two alternates listed. The names of the Banderilleros and
Picadores for the fight are also noted. Bullfighting was a popular entertainment
in Cuba during the Spanish colonial period, though it was done away with after
Cuban independence at the beginning of the 20th century.
$1500.

Including an Account of a Speed Walk from Maine to Chicago
10. [Dime Handbook]: Chadwick, Henry, editor: BEADLE’S DIME HANDBOOK OF PEDESTRIANISM: GIVING THE RULES FOR TRAINING
AND PRACTICE IN WALKING, RUNNING, LEAPING, VAULTING, etc.,
etc. TOGETHER WITH A FULL ACCOUNT OF THE GREAT WESTON
FEAT. New York: Beadle and Company, [1867]. 32pp. Original pictorial orange
wrappers. Minor edge wear and soiling, spine worn, tiny chip to front bottom
corner. Uneven toning to titlepage, else clean internally. Very good.
The eighteenth entry in Beadle’s first series of Dime Handbooks related to games
and pastimes, a genre that they originated and made vastly popular along with
their dime novels. This volume is devoted mostly to advice and instruction on
walking and running for sport and competition. Included is a report on Edward
Weston’s 1867 feat of walking from Portland, Maine to Chicago (a distance of
some 1226 miles) in only twenty-six days. “Deposited for copyright December
31, 1867, and previously advertised as ‘In Press’” – Johannsen. The address of
Beadle and Company was 118 William Street at the time of its printing.
JOHANNSEN, BEADLE AND ADAMS I, p.377.
$200.

With Reports on Collegiate Rowing Matches in America and England
11. [Dime Handbook]: Chadwick, Henry, editor: BEADLE’S DIME HANDBOOK OF YACHTING AND ROWING: A COMPLETE MANUAL OF
THE SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF THE TWO PASTIMES. New York:
Beadle and Company, [1867]. 62,[2]pp., including illustrations. Original pictorial orange wrappers. Minimal wear to wrappers, tiny crease in middle of spine.
Internally clean. Very good plus.
The fifteenth entry in Beadle’s first series of Dime Handbooks related to games
and pastimes, a genre that they originated and made vastly popular along with their
dime novels. The text includes descriptions of yacht clubs in England, America,
and elsewhere, and includes descriptions of the 1866 trans-oceanic yacht race
between the Henrietta, Vesta, and Fleetwing, as well as rowing matches between
Oxford and Cambridge and between Harvard and Yale. “Deposited for copyright
May 31, 1867, and put on sale June 1” – Johannsen. The address of Beadle and
Company was 118 William Street at the time of its printing.
JOHANNSEN, BEADLE AND ADAMS I, p.377.
$250.

The Last Months of the Civil War,
as Observed by an Upstate New York Schoolboy,
with Notes on Baseball as Well
12. [Geer, Harvey M.]: [MANUSCRIPT DAILY JOURNAL KEPT BY HARVEY
M. GEER OF TROY, NEW YORK, DURING THE FINAL YEAR OF THE
CIVIL WAR, WITH PASSAGES ON LEE’S SURRENDER, LINCOLN’S
ASSASSINATION AND FUNERAL PROCESSION, AND MORE, AS WELL
AS NUMEROUS MENTIONS OF LOCAL BASEBALL]. [Troy, N.Y. 1865].
[129]pp., approximately 30,000 words. Small quarto. Contemporary pre-printed

daily journal, half calf and marbled boards, printed label on front board. Boards
worn and rubbed, spine ends and corners worn. Front hinge detached, rear hinge
just starting. Quite neat and easily readable, and in very good condition internally.
An interesting homefront diary kept by a schoolboy named Harvey M. Geer of
Troy, New York during the last year of the Civil War. Geer filled the available

space for each and every day during 1865, reporting on school, piano lessons,
recreation time, visits to nearby towns, visits from family and friends, and numerous other activities. In early July he attended a performance of “George
Christy’s minstrels,” and in September he saw “Dan Bryant’s minstrels.” The most
important entries pertain to Robert E. Lee’s surrender at Appomattox, President
Lincoln’s assassination, seeing the president’s coffin in Albany during the funeral
procession on April 26, and numerous entries of Harvey and his friends playing
baseball. Notable entries include:
April 3: “This morning we heard news that the Rebels had evacuated Petersburgh
and that we had captured Richmond. In this evenings times the Mayor requested
the citizens of Troy to illuminate their dwelling. The larger portions of the city
was illuminated and it looked very fine indeed.”
April 10: “Today we got news in this city at least that General Lee had been captured, and all of his army had surrendered to General Grant. This noon while
the Troy City Artillery were firing a salute in honor of the good news the gun
went off and shot a man[‘s] arm off....”
April 14: “This evening while the President of the United States was at a theatre
in Washington he was killed by some one firing a pistol at him, the ball entering
his head....”
April 15: “This morning we had very bad news here that President Lincoln was
dead. The stores all or very near all closed up and made the city very gloomy as
they hung their stores with black or draped them I should have said. We heard
also that Secretary Seward and son had been assinated [sic] which has been confirmed. President Lincoln died from the wound he received last [night] at the
theatre. My Mother’s Aunt Betsy died to day.”
April 17: “There is to be no performance at the theatre to night on account of
the Presidents death. This afternoon I went to Albany and took my dog with
me. When I got there I walked around the city a little while and it looked very
gloomy indeed. There was so many of the houses draped in mourning....”

April 26: “This morning the soldiers came out and marched around the city a
little while and then got on board the Vanderbilt and went down to Albany to act
as escort to Lincoln’s remains. I went this afternoon on the horse car but I was
too late to see the body although I saw his coffin and the catafalque they carried
him on. I came home on the little steamer.”
In addition to the war and assassination-related content, Geer makes several
mentions of the relatively young game of baseball. A selection of excerpts are
as follows:
April 28: “This afternoon I played a game of ball with Charlie Sinsabaugh and
Steve Williamson until it began to rain. After it had got through raining we
played some more.”
July 14: “After supper this evening we went over to the ball grounds and played
ball for a little while but some of the boys got angry and would not play. This
evening we had a baseball meeting and the boys elected me as secretary.”
July 22: “This afternoon the first nine of our club played a match game of ball
with the Zephyrs and the score stood 22 to 33.”
July 29: “To day eight boys of the first nine hired a team of Mr Morey to go to
Lanesboro to see the match game between the Zephyrs of North Williamstown
and the Faghonics of Lanesboro. The former came from the field victoriously
the score standing 40 for Zs and 14 for Fs.”
July 31: “This evening we had a game of base ball over on our new field.”
Following the diary portion are three pages of expenditures delineated by Geer,
who bought items such as candles, shoe strings, and a large amount of candy.
An excellent personal diary, with important personal reactions to the final events
of the Civil War, the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, and his funeral procession through Albany, not to mention a wealth of information on a single year in
the life of a young student in mid-19th-century New York, with much research
value on the daily life of a “regular American.”
$2850.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Zane Grey Manuscript of an Arizona Bear Hunting Tale
13. Grey, Zane: [AUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT OF T onTo B ear ]. [N.p.]
October 8, 1923. 71,17pp. written in purple ink on rectos of ruled paper, 8½ x 5½
inches (last dozen leaves in pencil); with corrections in the author’s hand and in
pencil in the hand of his wife, Dolly. With envelope, docketed in pencil: “Tonto
Bear Original MS.” First leaf with blind stamp of Zane Grey. Minor edge wear.
Near fine. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.
Zane Grey’s stirring account of a bear hunting expedition into the Tonto Basin
country of Arizona, the setting of a large portion of Tales of Lonely Trails, which
had been published the preceding year. This story was published in the March
1, 1924 issue of Country Gentleman magazine. The text begins:
“After three weeks of hard riding over the sage uplands of Utah and the windcarved rock wilderness and red canyons characteristic of that vast desert country, what strange relief and delight to come again into the Tonto Basin, with its
endless rolling green forest-land, its golden crags, its murmuring streams and
purple ranges!”
The manuscript shows many corrections and cross-outs, demonstrating Grey’s
writing and revision methods. The final seventeen-page section is designated as
chapter four, which appears to be incomplete.
Grey knew Arizona well. He built a lodge in the Tonto Basin in 1920 and returned
there frequently to hunt, especially bears (an annual occurrence). He often had
conflicting feelings toward the state, complaining that it was being overrun by
tourists and resenting that local authorities would not let him hunt out of season.
$5000.

Internally clean and fresh, with clear, sharp
images. Very good. In a cloth slipcase and
half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.
A rare and handsome photographic album
documenting a lavish trip to northwestern
Wyoming in 1896 to shoot big game. The
photographs were taken by the outstanding
early photographer of Yellowstone and Wyoming, F. Jay Haynes, and feature the natural
beauty of Yellowstone and the region, as well
as railroad magnate W.S. Webb’s hunting party
and its endeavors. Among the excursion party
were some two dozen enlisted men of the 9th
Cavalry, a troop of African-American “Buffalo Soldiers.” It is likely that this album was
created as a souvenir for the members of the
excursion only, and was thus created in a very
limited number (perhaps five or six copies).

An Extraordinary Big Game Hunting Rarity,
with Photographs and Text Documenting
“the most spectacular sporting expedition that ever crossed the nation”
14. Haynes, Frank Jay: Purdy, J.H., and William Seward Webb: [NOTES AND
PHOTOGRAPHS OF A TRIP TO THE JACKSON LAKE COUNTRY IN
NORTHWEST WYOMING FOR BIG GAME SHOOTING] [title adapted
from first leaf of text]. [St. Paul]. 1896. [15]pp. plus forty-two photographs on [22]
leaves, each 7 x 9¼ inches. Oblong tall octavo. Contemporary dark green morocco,
gilt, spine with raised bands, a.e.g., gilt inner dentelles, by Neumann Bros. Spine
sun-faded, extremities lightly worn. Half of one of the front fly leaves torn away.

The hunting expedition lasted from September
12 to October 11, 1896, and was organized and
funded by William Seward Webb (1851-1926),
who is featured in many of the photographs.
Webb was a financier and railroad tycoon
who married into the Vanderbilt family and
was prominent in New York society. He was
also the Inspector General of the Vermont
state militia and a founder of the Sons of
the American Revolution. J.H. Purdy (with
Webb, identified in the expedition roster as a
“tenderfoot”) is the author of the text portion
describing the expedition, his initials appearing at the end of the journal portion as “J.H.
Purdy, Historian.” Significantly, the trip was
further documented by F. Jay Haynes, the official photographer of Yellowstone
and the Northern Pacific Railroad.
F. Jay Haynes (1853-1921) would become one of the most famous and prolific of
western photographers, setting up an office at Yellowstone and building a studio in
a converted Pullman car, called the “Haynes Palace Studio Car,” that allowed him
to travel throughout the Northwest taking portraits and landscape photographs.
As early as the fall of 1876 he was photographing the trains and stations of the
Northern Pacific, and soon thereafter the line had hired him to take pictures.
By 1881 he was the railroad’s official photographer. His publisher’s label appears
on the verso of the penultimate photograph, and the final photograph is a selfportrait of him at repose in his tent.

This 1896 expedition was the first of two such hunting excursions that Webb hired Haynes to document.
Issued without a titlepage, the text is comprised of
eight leaves, including a Preface dated 1896. The
bulk of the text is given in journal format, with dated entries detailing the day’s events. Many of the
approximately fifty members of the expedition are
identified, including W.S. Webb, J.H. Purdy, and
two other “tenderfeet”; Haynes; Brig. Gen. John J.
Coppinger (commander of the Department of the
Platte); three Army lieutenants; a scout, interpreter,
and “mighty hunter” named Baptiste (nicknamed
“Bat” and featured in a few photographs); guides
from Yellowstone and the Adirondacks; packmasters;
and cooks. Also included in the group was Short
Bull, an Oglala Sioux guide. He is pictured in native dress in a group portrait of the entire party at
Snake River, which also includes more than a dozen
African American enlisted men of the 9th Cavalry,
who joined the excursion but who are not individually
identified in the roster. Short Bull is also shown on
horseback in a photograph where he follows behind
former 9th Cavalry Lieut. R.T. Emmet. The itinerary
for the trip is given on the final text leaf, followed
by the photographs.

Haynes’ biographer, Freeman Tilden, explains the origins of this album, and the
allure that hunting in the untamed West had for visitors from Europe, Britain,
and the East Coast:
“From the Eastern seaboard of the United States came many a trainload of sportsmen, the wealthier ones traveling in especially constructed hunting railroad cars....
Haynes the photographer, himself a hunter and fisherman and able to subsist off
the land as well as any Sioux, was in demand whenever a large or important group
came into this hunter’s paradise. It was no wonder that when W. Seward Webb,
railroad magnate in his own right and son-in-law of William H. Vanderbilt of
the New York Central, decided to stage the most spectacular sporting expedition
that ever crossed the nation, he asked Haynes to join the party with his cameras
and make a pictorial record for the future to admire.”

Each image is captioned by hand in ink. The photographs depict the hunters with successful kills, life
around camp, and the striking scenery of the region.
One of the last images shows members of the party
on the caboose of Webb’s ten-car train, “Ellsmere,”
which made the trip from Vermont to Yellowstone
in the fastest time in rail history in the period, aided
by the fact that railroad switches were “spiked” and
other trains sidetracked to allow Webb’s train to pass unimpeded (Tilden, p.228).
The images are as follows:
1) “Train at Cinnabar, Mont.”
2) “Gardiner Canyon, Entrance to Park”
3) “Minerva Terrace, Hotel Valley”
4) “Golden Gate, East Entrance”
5) “Electric Peak”
6) “Obsidian Cliff”
7) “Great Falls of the Yellowstone”
8) “Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone”
9) “Hayden Valley”
10) “Fishing Cone, Yellowstone Lake”

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)

“Camp Lewis Lake”
“Snake River Camp”
“Group of Party, Snake River”
“Outfit Leaving Snake River Camp”
“Outfit Leaving Snake River Camp” [a different view]
“Jackson Lake & Tetons from Hamilton Ranch”
“Jackson Lake & Tetons”
“Jackson Lake & Tetons” [a different view]
“Camp Foot Jackson Lake”
“Pack Mules in Camp”
“Dr. Webb”

37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)

22) “Dr. Webb - Assistant & ‘Bat’”
23) “Purdy - Louis Webb & Assistant”
24) “Lt. Ladd - Byrd & Guide”
25) “Emmet & Short Bull”
26) “Gen. Coppinger & Dr. Webb”
27) “Headquarters - Permanent Camp”
28) “Permanent Camp, Pacific Creek, Wyo.”
29) “Permanent Camp”
30) “Taxidermists - Permanent Camp”
31) “Camp Webb, North Fork Buffalo”
32) “Pack Mules & Heads - Camp Webb”
33) “Elk - Dr. Webb & ‘Bat’”
34) “Elk - Dr. Webb, Bat & Packer Sweeney”
35) “Shoshone Lake from Continental Divide”
36) “Upper Geyser Basin”

“Old Faithful Geyser”
“Cascades of the Firehole”
“Gibbon Canyon & River”
“Norris Geyser Basin”
“The Party on Car Ellsmere”
[Self-portrait of F. Jay Haynes sleeping in his tent]

Extremely rare and presumably printed in a very limited run for private distribution. Only two copies are located in OCLC, at Princeton and the University of
Vermont. Not in Heller. A fine album of western photography and sport.
Freeman Tilden, Following the Frontier with F. Jay Haynes Pioneer Photographer of
the Old West (New York. 1964), pp.227-38.
$30,000.

An Important Early Work on Russia, from Firsthand Observations
15. Herberstein, Sigismund von: MOSCOUITER WUNDERBARE HISTORIEN: IN WELCHER DESS TREFFENLICHEN GROSSEN LAND
REÜSSEN, SAMPT DER HAUPSTATT MOSCAUW.... Basel: [Bey Niclauss
Brillinger vnnd Maxx Russinger], 1563. [12],CCXVpp., including seven woodcut
illustrations (five of them full-page) plus three double-page maps. Lacks the index.
Folio. 20th-century grey-printed paper boards, green gilt label. Some wear and
scrapes to boards, corners bumped. Bookplate on front pastedown (see below).
Occasional light tanning and soiling to pages. Very good.
The second German edition of Sigismund von Herberstein’s Notes on Russia, first
published in 1549 in Latin, Rerum Moscoviticarum Commentarii, and one of the
most important historical and ethnographical works on early 16th-century Russia. Herberstein was born in the Hapsburg Empire, in present-day Slovenia, and
served as a diplomat and member of the Imperial Council. In his role as diplomat
he served as the Imperial Ambassador to Russia, and he is most noted for his
writings on the customs and history of Russia. The handsome woodcuts show
the accoutrements of a warrior, mounted warriors on horses, various elegantly
decorated riding equipment, and a charming scene of sleighing and skiing. Also
of interest are the full-page woodcuts of two species of bulls, which have helped
prove that the “tur” (or auroch) was the predecessor of the domestic bull, and
the “zubr” was the European cousin of the American bison.
This copy was part of the renowned collection of Laura K. (1902-1997) and
Valerian Lada-Mocarski (1898-1971). Laura K. (or Polly) was a bookbinder and
book preservation advocate who invented the PolyCase, a boxlike plastic exhibition case for rare books, documents, and artifacts. Valerian was a commercial
banker and scholar who collected material about Alaska and travelers in Russia
before 1750, and produced a highly-respected bibliography of books on Alaska
during the period before the American purchase.
This edition was translated by the Basel physician Heinrich Pantaleon, from the
Latin original published in 1549. The first edition is exceedingly rare, and no
copies appear in auction records. We only found two instances of this edition at
auction, most recently the Wolfgang Herz copy, which sold in 2009 for $15,000.
ADAMS H-303. BMC 2:1256. BM STC (German) 397. VD16 H2207.
$10,000.

Rare Illustrated Virginia Horse Stud Broadside,
Featuring African-American Stablehands
16. [Horse Stud Broadside]: BANCHORY AND LOCH LION, TWO IMPORTED REGISTERED CLYDESDALE HORSES, WILL STAND THE
ENSUING SEASON...[caption title and beginning of text]. [Millwood, Va.]
1883. Illustrated broadside, 17 x 12 inches. Edge wear, slight repaired paper damage, mostly around third paragraph with some letters supplied in ink, illustration
restored in places with pen. Good plus.
A rare, illustrated broadside advertising the services of two Clydesdale studs,
Banchory and Loch Lion, for the spring season in 1883. The upper portion of
the broadside features a large illustration depicting an African-American handler
holding Banchory’s reins as he rears back, and in the background another AfricanAmerican handler tending to Loch Lion. The horses were stabled at Carter Hall
and Long Branch in Millwood, Virginia, where they were available for studding,
ten dollars for the season for Banchory, and fifteen for Loch Lion. The broadside
also includes a liability notice, physical descriptions of the horses, and the studbook number for each. “Banchory is a dark bay, with black points, 16½ hands
high, and weights about 1800 lbs. Loch Lion is a rising three-year-old, bright
bay, black mane and tail, white points, weights 1500 lbs., and is 16 hands high.”
The broadside is signed in type by T[homas] M. and H[ugh] M. Nelson.
The Nelson-Burwell family were the owners of the Long Branch and Carter Hall
plantations in Millwood for generations. Both plantations made use of a considerable number of enslaved workers, and retained many of them as sharecroppers
after emancipation. Carter Hall was briefly Stonewall Jackson’s base of operations during the Civil War (in which no fewer than five Nelsons and Burwells
died fighting in the Confederate army, including Hugh M. Nelson senior), and
both plantations are recorded on the National Register of Historic Places. This
broadside advertisement is quite rare, with no copies recorded on OCLC. We
are able to locate only two copies, at the Virginia Museum of History & Culture’s
Broadside Collection and at the Long Branch Plantation Museum and Archive.
$1750.

1870s. The center of the sign shows a
lovely illustration in profile of a horse
pulling a single-rider, four-wheeled
carriage along a dirt road. The text
above the illustration reads, “D.B.
Gregory & Co.,” and below: “Livery
& Sale Stables / Best Stock / Horse &
Buggies / Main Bet. County & Neosho
Strs. / Osage Mission Kan.” The lettering is in black with blue and purple
shadowing, and “Osage Mission Kan.”
is drawn in a very ornate style. The
entire sign is decorated with purple
watercolor ornamentation. On the
verso is a pencil sketch of the horse
and the lower half of the carriage,
likely a preliminary sketch for the
finished illustration.

Hand-Painted Trade Sign for a Kansas Livery Stable
17. [Kansas Trade Sign]: D.B. GREGORY & CO. LIVERY & SALE STABLES
BEST STOCK HORSES & BUGGIES...OSAGE MISSION KAN. Osage
Mission, Ks. [N.d., ca. 1870s]. Hand-drawn and hand-painted watercolor sign on
a 14 x 18¾-inch sheet of cardstock. Pencil sketch for the same sign on the verso.
Small chips at lower corners, some light soiling. Very good.
A remarkable and very attractive handmade sign for D.B. Gregory’s livery stable
in Osage Mission, Kansas. Undated, the style of the sign suggests a date of the

David B. Gregory, born in 1846 in
Iowa, established his livery business
with his brother in Osage Mission
(now St. Paul), Neosho County, Kansas
by the early 1870s. An advertisement in the March 23, 1873 issue of
the Osage Mission Transcript describes
Gregory’s livery as having a “fine and
well selected stock of horses and carriages...the best matched teams for
style and speed in the city. Saddle horses for ladies and gents a specialty that
defy competition.” Settlers came to the region around Osage Mission in the
1840s, following the founding of nearby Fort Scott in 1842. Osage Mission itself
was founded in 1847 by Father John Schoenmakers as a mission to local Indian
tribes, and then grew into a town in its own right, serving as a trading post and
gateway for commerce and westward exploration. By the late 1860s it had grown
to nearly 900 people, with a hotel, boarding house, saloon, stables, general store,
hardware store, and blacksmith.
A rare, significant, and informative survival from the American frontier. $4500.

Rare Fishing Guide to New Brunswick, 1870
18. Livingston, Gordon: LIVINGSTON’S GUIDE BOOK TO ST. JOHN
AND THE SAINT JOHN RIVER WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE FISHING
GROUNDS OF NEW BRUNSWICK. St. John, New Brunswick: Printed for the
Publisher by H. Chubb & Co. 65 Prince William Street, 1870. [ii],138,[vi, ads and
indexes] pp. plus folding map. First twenty-six pages of text and ads printed on
multi-colored stock. 12mo. Original printed salmon wrappers. Wrappers lightly
soiled and edgeworn, a few small chips. Overall in near fine condition.
A very early guidebook to the salmon and trout fishing grounds of New Brunswick, not located in any of the standard fishing bibliographies. Produced just as
sport fishing was becoming popular in the region, this guide provides some of the
earliest information for anglers visiting the area. A dozen pages are devoted to

the fishing grounds, describing the salmon and trout to
be found there, the rivers
and lakes that would yield
the best catches (the longest
entry is devoted to the fertile
Miramichi River, and there
is also a paragraph on the
Restigouche), and the gear
that should be carried. The
rest of the text is taken up by
a historical description and guide to St. John and other cities in New Brunswick,
along with information on local sights and services, banks, churches, hospitals,
transportation, and Masonic and temperance organizations. The first twenty-six
pages consist of advertisements for businesses in New Brunswick, and other ads
are found later in the text. The map is a plan of the city of St. John, with a key
showing the locations of important buildings. Livingston produced a similar
guidebook to the region in 1869, but the present edition was the first to include
fishing information. The NUC locates only three copies, at the Library of Congress, American Antiquarian Society, and Acadia University in Nova Scotia. OCLC
adds only a single copy, at the Library and Archives of Canada. Not in Lande.
A remarkable survival from the period before the establishment of the fishing
camps along the Restigouche.
OCLC 1007619745.
$2500.

The First American Horse Book
19. Markham, Gervase, [et al]: THE CITIZEN AND COUNTRYMAN’S
EXPERIENCED FARRIER. CONTAINING, I. THE MOST BEST APPROVED METHOD OF ORDERING, DIETING, EXERCISING, PURGING, SCOURING, AND CLEANSING OF HORSES...TO ALL WHICH IS
ADDED, A VALUABLE AND FINE COLLECTION OF THE SUREST AND
BEST RECEIPTS IN THE KNOWN WORLD FOR THE CURE OF ALL
MALADIES AND DISTEMPERS...BY J. MARKHAM, G. JEFFERIES, AND
DISCREET INDIANS. Baltimore: Samuel Sower, 1797. 317pp. Contemporary
tree calf. Moderate edge wear and rubbing. Minor spotting and toning. Very good.
Second American edition of the first American work on horses to be composed,
at least in part, from American experience. Although British agricultural writer
Gervase Markham’s work served as a basis for this compilation, it was only the
starting point. A letter from American editor John Millis to printer James Adams
survives, in which Millis describes how he combined “many things of his own
experience” as well as lore collected from other farriers, presumably including
the “discreet Indians.” “The author concerns himself with the running horse and
the hunter as well as with the ordinary horse of daily usefulness” – The Colonial
Scene. This popular handbook was published in at least six editions by 1840. A
rare and interesting work.
EVANS 32419. AUSTIN 1192. HENDERSON, p.169.
$1500.

Southern Horse Guide
20. Mason, Richard: THE GENTLEMAN’S NEW POCKET FARRIER,
COMPRISING GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NOBLE AND USEFUL ANIMAL THE HORSE.... Richmond: Published by Peter Cottom, 1825.
228pp. plus five plates including frontis. Modern half calf and marbled boards,
spine gilt, leather label. Some tanning and light foxing. Good.
Styled “Third edition, enlarged and improved” on the titlepage, after the first of
1811. This work was to include, in the fourth edition, the first American stud
book. The plates show horses in various modes of work and activity, including
“A Virginia Race Horse.” This is the earliest edition listed by Haynes.
HENDERSON, pp.121-22. HAYNES, VIRGINIANA 11451.
$1250.

From an Edition of Thirty Copies
21. McAleenan, Joseph: LEAVES FROM A WYOMING DIARY KEPT BY....
New York: Privately Produced for the author and his friends [by H.S. Nichols],
1924. 51 leaves. Duplicated typescript, printed on rectos only. Quarto. Sage green
cloth, titled in gilt on front board. Cloth spotted. Hinges a touch weak, a few
leaves at the rear with closed tears in the foredge. Very good.
Inscribed to “Doctor William L. Ettinger, Superintendent of Schools” and signed
by the author: “Joseph McAleenan, February 7th, 1924.” From an edition of
thirty copies, “produced by a special photographic process. Each of these autographed by the author.” This appears to be one of the scarcest of McAleenan’s
works, all of which were produced in small editions and are highly prized. It bears
a pictorial frontispiece “The Bronco” with a verse. The text describes hunting
trips in Wyoming, mainly in the Wind River country, between 1895 and 1910,
during the period when the author apparently had a Wyoming ranch. Included
is a remarkable and bloody account of a battle between grizzlies and hunting
dogs, as well as poetry by McAleenan’s friend, Joe Magill, and other contributors. McAleenan, a well-known New York diamond dealer, was an avid sportsman
and took many trips to the west to hunt and fish, privately printing his accounts
of these expeditions in small numbers for the participants and his close friends.
Not in Phillips or Heller.
HOWES M10 (misdated 1914).
$6500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

A Look at Nantucket at the Turn of the 20th Century
22. McIntosh, Burr, photographer: FIFTY VIEWS OF SIASCONSET (ACTORS’ COLONY) NANTUCKET. Boston: John F. Murphy, 1904. Title leaf
followed by [45]pp. of illustrations from photographs, with printed captions.
Oblong octavo. Original color-printed wrappers, string-tied and stapled. Wrapper
lightly faded and stained. Titlepage a bit foxed with some dampstains around the
edges, small closed tear to lower edge of final two leaves, interior otherwise very
clean. Faint gift inscription on front wrapper. Very good.
A very scarce book reproducing photographs of the Actors’ Retreat on Siasconset, the easternmost point on Nantucket. The photographs depict a number of
famous stage and early film actors from the turn of the 20th century, their homes
and cottages, and a number of buildings in the village. Included is an images
of feminist and suffragette Mary Shaw, throwing a medicine ball in front of her
cottage. Also included are a variety of indoor and outdoor scenes including a few
intriguing glimpses of the group’s Japanese manservant, and some of the island’s
other homes and attractions such as the Sancaty Lighthouse and the Siasconset
Church. OCLC locates only four copies, at the Nantucket Historical Association,
Massachusetts Historical Society, Cape Libraries Automated Materials Sharing
(i.e. CLAMS), and Columbia University. A rare and interesting look at one of
New England’s most famous summer destinations, its buildings, and its denizens.
OCLC 881447025
$500.

Winter Sports of a Greenlandic Family
23. [Møller, Lars or Steffen?]: LISORARTUT [caption title of ORIGINAL
LITHOGRAPH OF A GREENLANDIC FAMILY SLEDDING AND SKIING]. [Godthaab, Greenland? ca. 1905]. Lithograph, 10½ x 16¼ inches. Worn
along left edge, small closed tears along top and bottom edges of center fold.
Two old, soft, secondary fold lines. Very good.
An attractive image, showing a family of Greenlanders sledding and skiing down
a hill, likely produced by Lars Møller, Greenland’s premier printer, or by Møller’s
youngest son, Steffen. The illustration shows a family of seven Greenland natives sledding down a hill, while two other youngsters ski alongside, with one

of the skiers in the process of falling. Other winter sports enthusiasts cavort in
the distance, and the stark Greenland landscape is ably depicted. Lars Møller,
an accomplished printer and illustrator, was the dominant figure in Greenlandic
printing in the last quarter of the 19th century, producing much of the printed
output in the country. His son, Steffen, succeeded his father and produced impressive works in his own right, including a native language speller, from which
this illustration may be an example.
Knud Oldendow, The Spread of Printing. Western Hemisphere. Greenland (Amsterdam: Vangendt & Co., 1969), pp.68-69 and passim.
$500.

J.P. Morgan’s Yacht, on Which Some of the Greatest Books
in the United States Were Transported from Europe to America
24. [Morgan, J. Pierpont]: [MODEL OF THE STEAM YACHT OWNED
BY J. PIERPONT MORGAN, THE CORSAIR II]. [Philadelphia? ca. 1890].
Model ship, approximately 22 x 45 x 8 inches, in a mahogany and glass case,
27 x 51 x 15 inches. Also with a mahogany table stand, 31 x 51 x 15 inches.
In excellent condition, and well prepared for display.
A scale model of J. Pierpont Morgan’s steam yacht, the Corsair II. In all,
Morgan commissioned three yachts that he christened Corsair, with this one
operating under his ownership from 1890 to 1898, at which time he sold it
to the United States Navy for $225,000. The yacht was then converted for
use as a patrol boat in the Spanish-American War and sailed under the name
U.S.S. Gloucester. J.P. Morgan, Jr. had a fourth Corsair built in 1930.
During its heyday as Morgan’s luxury vessel, the boat served as the flagship
of the New York Yacht Club, of which Morgan was Commodore from 1897
to 1899. Designed by J. Beavor Webb and built in Philadelphia by the ship
company Neafie & Leavy, the yacht measured 240 feet long. It served as a
pleasure cruiser in New York, on which Morgan hosted many social events
with famous guests such as Theodore Roosevelt and Thomas Edison, and often
took Morgan upstate and to various points on the eastern seaboard. More
interestingly, the boat also made regular trips across the Atlantic to Europe
during the primary period of Morgan’s book and art collecting, and therefore
served as a ferry for his acquisitions back to the United States. As a result,
it maintained a key role in establishing one of the greatest book collections
in America.
A terrific model, with masts and booms, standing and running rigging, anchors,
anchor davits, winch, deck lights, paneled deck houses, deck rails, companionways, open bridge with telegraphs, binnacle and helm, five ship’s boats in
davits, and other details. The hull is finished in black and green with a gold
water line, and is mounted on two turned brass columns in an inlaid mahogany
framed glass case and table.
$12,500.

The Original Horse Whisperer
25. Rarey, J.S.: THE MODERN ART OF TAMING WILD HORSES [wrapper title]. Columbus, Oh. 1857. 54pp. 12mo. Contemporary wrappers. Faint
browning. Very good.
Later edition, after the first of the previous year, of one of the earliest treatises
on this unconventional method of breaking horses. The work proved popular and
appeared in a number of editions, including pirated or forged issues under various
titles, a number of which are listed in Henderson, who gives the earliest version
as published in 1856. The early editions are quite rare. Henderson notes of the
present edition that the text is the same as the 1856 edition, but reset in smaller
type. Adams lists only an 1858 printing, which he notes as “rare.”
HENDERSON, p.150. ADAMS HERD 1863 (another ed).
$850.

With Original Mounted Photochrome Prints after Jackson
26. Schmidt, Carl E.: [Jackson, William H.]: A WESTERN TRIP. [Detroit]:
For private circulation only, [1904]. 91pp., including thirty photographic views
(twelve are full-page mounted color photochrome prints; the other eighteen are
small in-text black and white photographs). Original calf, front board stamped
in gilt, red velvet endpapers, t.e.g. Light cracking to calf at spine and edges,
front board a bit loose. Very light dampstain along top edge; light, even toning
throughout. Photochrome prints fine. Good plus.
A remarkable book, printed in a very small number for private circulation, and
featuring a number of original photographic prints. This present copy is inscribed
by Carl Schmidt, the author of the account. Schmidt, his daughter, and two
friends left Chicago for Wyoming and the West in the summer of 1901. They
spent several weeks in Yellowstone, and Schmidt recounts their adventures in
great detail, with descriptions of the park, their hiking expeditions, the characters they encountered, and more. One chapter is devoted to a fishing trip, and
the final chapter describes a visit to a mine in Montana. The color pictures are
photochrome prints after photographs by William Henry Jackson, who, as the
official photographer of the Hayden Survey in the 1870s, took the first photographs of Yellowstone. The photochrome process was invented in Switzerland,
and the American rights were purchased by the Detroit Publishing Company
around 1895. Jackson served as a director of the newly-created Photochrom
Company subsidiary, and praised the photochrome process in his memoirs as a
“process hardly improved today.” The pictures ably convey the natural beauty
of the region that became America’s first national park. The black-and-white
photographs were taken by Schmidt and his companions and show the sites they
visited, including several candid shots of Yellowstone.
This is the scarce second edition, with the black and white photographs printed
onto the text leaves. The original photochrome prints are mounted. “Printed
in a few copies....An interesting journal of the Yellowstone Country, and because
of the circumstances of its printing, extremely difficult to come by” – Eberstadt.
Scarce and quite interesting.
The Streeter copy sold for $80 in 1969. It reappeared at auction in 2003, when
Cummins paid $3520 for it.
HOWES S170, “aa.” STREETER SALE 4123. EBERSTADT 136:667d. STREETER
SALE 4123. TRAVELING THRU WONDERLAND, pp.40-41.
$4250.

An American Soldier in Cuba, in Words and Pictures
27. [Spanish-American War Photographica]: Lansing, Horace C., 2nd Lieut.:
[PROFUSELY ANNOTATED VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM
KEPT BY 2nd LIEUTENANT HORACE C. LANSING, DOCUMENTING
THE AMERICAN MILITARY OCCUPATION OF CUBA JUST AFTER
THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR]. [Mostly Pinar del Rio, Cuba; but also
Montauk Point, N.Y.; Huntsville, Al.; Savannah, Ga.; Havana and Viñales, Cuba.
1898-1899]. [69]pp., including 113 sepia-toned photographs with substantial
handwritten annotations, photographs ranging from 2¼ x 3¼ inches to 4¾ x
6¾ inches, plus two additional photographs and a few ephemeral items laid in.
Contemporary tan buckram, corners covered in calf. Moderate wear to extremities. Hinges reinforced, a few leaves tender or with closed tears, a handful of
photographs faded, two photographs defaced. Withal, in very good condition.
A captivating annotated vernacular photograph album assembled by Chillicothe,
Ohio native Horace C. Lansing, a second lieutenant in the 15th Company, U.S.
Signal Corps Volunteers.
According to a handwritten personal military service record written by Lansing
himself that opens the present album, after his enlistment at Camp Bushnell in
Columbus in April 1898, Lansing trained on Long Island, in Huntsville, and in
Savannah before sailing to Cuba. He served in Cuba from December 1898 to
April 1899, landing in Havana before transferring to Pinar del Rio, where he
spent the lion’s share of his time. He concluded his service in Viñales. All of
these activities are recorded in the present album. A caption on the verso of one
of the laid-in photos, and the clipping of Lansing’s obituary included here, note
that he was the youngest commissioned army officer who served in Cuba during
the Spanish-American War.
The album opens with training at Montauk Point on Long Island, showing cavalry drills, a picket line, and a shot of a “reception given [by] Pres. McKinley.”
About a dozen pictures record Lansing’s time in Alabama, namely their camp, a
shot of soldiers “waiting for mess,” a logging camp, the headquarters of General
Wheeler, and various Huntsville buildings. There are also a few views from the
dock at Savannah, and shipboard pictures of some of the 1,500 soldiers bathing
nude on their way to Havana before Lansing and his unit arrived in Cuba.
The remainder of the album captures Lansing’s time in Cuba. The photographs
emanate from Havana, Pinar del Rio, and Viñales, and are profusely annotated at
times. The album contains two broad views of Havana harbor showing the wreck
of the U.S.S. Maine, the sinking of which drew the United States into the SpanishAmerican War, and a close-up view of the mast of the Maine rising above the
water with its rigging intact. After leaving Havana, the first of the Signal Corps’
troops landed at Pinar del Rio on December 12, 1898. Lansing’s pictures show
the streets of Pinar del Rio, scenes outside the church after services, a “Coffee
House” in the town, a regiment of Cuban soldiers, the Hotel Ricardo, the Signal
Corps camp, exterior and interior views of the telegraph office, and the stringing

of telephone wires. Other photos show the military prison, “A ruined Spanish
fort,” a railway station, “A Spanish block-house,” a Pinar del Rio “Native,” the
Signal Corps headquarters, scenes from a “sham battle,” the captured Spanish
Army barracks, the “Governors Palace,” the officers’ mess tent, and Lansing’s
own tent, captioned “Our Home.” A couple of large photos from Pinar del Rio
show dense crowds celebrating the official transfer of the city to U.S. control on
January 1, 1899. An elevated view of the town of Pinar del Rio taken “from top
of Spanish Barracks” is dated February 1899.
Lansing also occasionally photographed the “Cuban scenery” and countryside
he encountered, including a shot of the “Entrance to Cuban Tobacco plantation
On the Kings Highway” outside Pinar del Rio. He also pictures a pack mule
train “carrying tobacco from [the] plantation to town and a Cuban tobacco farm
including the “Building where tobacco is put to dry.”
Lansing is himself pictured and identified in several photographs. General George
W. Davis and his staff appear here as well, including Lansing, who evidently joined
Davis’ staff for a brief time. He also includes several photographs of a Cuban
academic he befriended named Maximo Abaunza, Director and Professor of Natural
History and Agriculture at the Instituto de Segunda Ensenanza de Pinar del Rio.
The photos also show Abaunza’s family. One particular image in Pinar del Rio
depicts a baseball game played before a large crowd, captioned “Two strikes.” The
last two images in the album show the “Picturesque mountains north of Viñales,
Cuba” and an “Immense cave” close to the city. Lansing traveled from Viñales
to Havana, where he departed on April 20. He arrived in New York on April 27,
and was back in Chillicothe, Ohio on May 13, 1899. He spent the latter years of
his life in California, evidenced by the ephemera laid in here, which also includes
his 1945 Sons of the American Revolution membership card.
A substantial and engrossing personal record of a young Ohio soldier’s service
during the American occupation of Cuba after the Spanish-American War, with
numerous scenes in rural western Cuba.
$4250.

An Important Illustrated Sporting Rarity
28. [Sporting]: THE SPORTSMAN’S PORTFOLIO OF AMERICAN FIELD
SPORTS. Boston: M.M. Ballou, 1855. 43,[1]pp. including twenty plates. Titlepage
vignette. Oblong octavo. Stitched, lacking original wrappers. Short closed tears at
fore-edge, not affecting images. Somewhat tanned, with moderate dampstaining
and foxing throughout. Good.
A rare American sporting work, beautifully illustrated with superbly executed
woodcuts, each plate accompanied by a page of text. Originally serialized in

Gleason’s Pictorial in 1853-54. Includes depictions of snipe shooting, trout fishing,
woodcock shooting, grouse shooting, pike fishing, duck shooting, bison hunting,
and salmon fishing, among others. The Derrydale Press thought highly enough
of this production to produce a facsimile edition in 1929. “The 1855 edition was
printed on inferior paper and is a rare item in any condition” – Siegel. Includes
an additional plate on the verso of the last text leaf, captioned: “Representation
of Stag-Hunting in England.”
PHILLIPS, SPORTING BOOKS, p.355. HENDERSON, p.167. SIEGEL 29.
$2000.

A British Nobleman and American Artist Travel to the Rockies
29. [Stewart, William Drummond]: ALTOWAN; OR, INCIDENTS OF LIFE
AND ADVENTURE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. By an Amateur Traveler. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1846. Two volumes. [4],[iii]-xxix,[25]-255;
240pp., as issued. 12mo. Original publisher’s rust cloth stamped in blind and
gilt, spine gilt. Moderate wear and rubbing, spine ends with shallow chips, spines
sunned, corners worn. Faint, neat ownership stamp on both titlepages. Minor
scattered foxing. About very good.
An important overland narrative, edited by J. Watson Webb. The book is based
on William Drummond Stewart’s sporting and fur trading expeditions in 1832,
1838, and 1842 led by the Scottish nobleman who hired Alfred Jacob Miller to
accompany him on his last adventure in the Rockies before taking over the lordship of Murthley Castle. The account includes the great rendezvous in 1837
where mountain men, Natives Americans, and “savage” white men gathered to
trade and socialize.
“The Englishman [Stewart], an ardent sportsman, spent five years...in the wilds
between the Mississippi and the Pacific...Indian life, character, and legends form
the staple of [the] composition” – Field. Stewart also befriended Alfred Jacob
Miller, who accompanied him on his later trips to the Rockies and produced some
of the great paintings and sketches of the American West.
GRAFF 3986. FIELD 1632. HOWES S991, “aa.” PHILLIPS, SPORTING
BOOKS, p.360. WAGNER-CAMP 125. SABIN 91392. SMITH 9911. REESE,
BEST OF THE WEST 96.
$2250.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

A Famous Western Hunting Rarity:
A Russian Duke Hunts with Custer
30. [Tucker, William W.]: HIS IMPERIAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DUKE
ALEXIS IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DURING THE WINTER OF 1871-72. FOR PRIVATE DISTRIBUTION. Cambridge: Printed
at the Riverside Press, 1872. [4],221,[1, index]pp. Original mounted albumen
photographic portrait of Alexis as frontis. Original brown morocco, gilt, spine
gilt, a.e.g., marbled endpapers. Near fine.

One of 212 copies printed for private distribution.
“Tucker had been given the ‘Ordre de St. Stanislaus
de 2d Classe.’” Pages 152-178 contain a description
of the ‘great buffalo hunt’ the Grand Duke was treated
to, with Buffalo Bill as his guide and General Custer,
General Phil Sheridan and Sioux Chief Spotted Tail
as his hosts” – Streeter. One of the rarest of all books
of Custeriana. Tucker apparently wrote this book
to be presented to his friends and the officials and
citizens who entertained the Russian Grand Duke
on his tour. The Grand Duke arrived in New York
late in 1871 and visited Washington, Annapolis,
Philadelphia, Boston, Cambridge, and Canada, and
travelled back via Niagara Falls into Ohio, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Missouri, and Nebraska. From Omaha
by train and from North Platte by “ambulance” with
Gen. Sheridan as host, he was off buffalo hunting,
camping on Red Willow Creek, forty miles south
of Fort McPherson. Riding with the Grand Duke
was the guide, the “genial and daring Buffalo Bill,”
Custer, Texas Jack Omohundro, and Chief Spotted
Tail and his braves (who showed Alexis how to bring down a buffalo with an arrow). There was good hunting. One evening Spotted Tail and his men staged
a Sioux powwow and war dance. After the hunt the party returned to St. Louis,
then on to Denver, where the Grand Duke was entertained at a ball given by
the Pioneer Club, “an organization composed exclusively of the early settlers of
Colorado and the Rocky Mountain territory.” He visited various Colorado high
spots, hunting buffalo along the railroad right-of-way through Kansas, Missouri,
Kentucky (Mammoth Cave, etc.), Tennessee, Mississippi, New Orleans for Mardi
Gras, Alabama, and Florida, where at Pensacola he again boarded his ship.
HOWES A126. GRAFF 35. STREETER SALE 4098.
$22,500.

Privately Printed
31. Walker, Platt B.: SKETCH OF THE EVENTS OF A HUNT IN SOUTHWESTERN TEXAS. [N.p. N.d., 1907]. Unpaginated, [46]pp. Illustrated with
twelve plates from photographs. Stitched. Titlepage verso with repair along spine,
else very good. In a morocco-backed slipcase and chemise.
Privately printed account of a Texas hunt, in late December 1906 and early January
1907, out of Houston, organized by oilman John S. Bonner, dedicatee of the book;
J.D. Fry, B. & O. Railroad; J.C. Weaver, Dallas engineer & “machinery man”; J.F.
McDonough, Murray Manufacturing, Dallas; R.H. Nevitt, trusted lieutenant of
McDonough. The party travelled by rail from Houston to Victoria and thence by
wagon and pony towards the coast, to the lands of the “Rathbone Sporting Club.”
This was the fourth annual outing of the club formed by Capt. Harry Rathbone,
Bonner, Weaver, Fry, and friends, including Henry Crawford and Billy Lanier,
who were already at the tent camp. They hunted deer, prairie chicken, duck,
and geese, with incidental forays after squirrel and fishing for crab for the pot.
The seventh member of the club, Joe Johnson, southwestern representative of
Westinghouse, joined the party for a time. They met with rancher T.P. Traynor
and one of the duck shoots occurred at his pond; the goose hunt took place at
Green Lake.
Lanier was official toddy maker, and all told stories of alligators, stampedes, and
other matters. Weaver was official photographer, and one of the plates captures
the author, Walker, among the camp tents, with Spanish moss hanging in heavy
clusters from the trees. The narrative is clearly written and engaging. No copies
are listed in OCLC, and we can find no records of any other copies in the market. Rare.
$4500.
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